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A B S T R A C T   
Test on a small scaled model is an effective approach to predict the dynamic response of full scale structure under 
blast loadings. However, the geometric dimensions of specimens cannot simply comply with complete 
geometrical similarity due to manufacture or test restrictions. It would result in the difference structural per-
formance between the full and small scaled models. This paper proposed a corrected similarity relationship of the 
dynamic behaviour between prototype and replica of stiffened plates subjected to blast load, in which both the 
thickness of the plate and the configuration (cross-sectional shape) of stiffeners are distortedly scaled-down 
(double distorted geometric scaling factors). Firstly, based on the mesh convergence study and comparing 
with results from experimental tests, a numerical method in predicting the confined blast load and dynamic 
response of structure was verified, which provides a reliable means to determine the dynamic behaviour of 
stiffened plate designed by the corrected similarity criterion of this paper. Then, the influence of altering the 
stiffener configuration on the dynamic response of stiffened plates was analysed and on the basis of it, a criterion 
for scaling the stiffener is proposed to help design a stiffener-distorted model from prototype structure. In 
addition, a method for scaling the double-parameter distortedly small scaled model is proposed to predict the 
dynamic response of the prototype. Finally, two sets of examples of both the small size and prototype stiffened 
structures subjected to blast load were analysed by using the presented method. It is shown that the replica 
developed by applying the present method is able to accurately predict the behaviour of the full-size stiffened 
plates, even when the thickness of the plate and the configuration of the stiffeners are distortedly scaling down 
with different factors.   
1. Introduction 
Blast loading produced by an accidental or intentional explosion, 
such as gas explosion in inner buildings, missile attack in a combat 
environment or terrorist attack on airplanes and public facilities, may 
provoke not only permanent damage to structures but also degradation 
of the environment and human losses [1,2]. Stiffened plates have been 
widely used as basic unit in thin-wall structures, such as ship hull and 
airplane constructions. A better understanding of the dynamic response 
of a stiffened plate subjected to blast loading would help design the 
structures with enhanced blast resistance and increase the level of safety 
for personnel and structures in increasingly threatening environments. 
Identifying the best way to investigate the shock response of these 
structures under blast loading has always been a challenge task. Re-
searchers and designers have been of particularly concerning the dy-
namic responses and damage of structures under extremely server 
loading conditions [3–11]. It is believed that the full-scale experiment is 
the most reliable method of evaluating the anti-blast performance of 
structures, but with the huge expenditure and environmental conditions 
imposed restrictions on any successive tests. Testing of small scaled 
models is nowadays still a valuable design tool, helping researchers to 
accurately predict the behaviour of oversized prototypes through scaling 
laws applied to the experimental results [5,12–17] obtained. 
However, several limitations and difficulties still persist when 
applying the similitude theory through the current methodologies to 
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blast loaded structures. Firstly, the dynamic response of scaling struc-
tures hardly follows the general similarity laws if they were built with 
materials that sensitive to strain-rate. Secondly, due to manufacturing 
technical restrictions, the configuration of small scaled models cannot 
comply with the prototype completely in an overall scaling factor. In 
that case, some geometrical parameters of a small scaled model have to 
be altered to meet the demand of experiments due to the limitations. The 
two factors mentioned above would result in incomplete similarity be-
tween the small scaled model and the prototype in practice. Much work 
[18–24] have been undertaken on the similarity relationship of the 
dynamic responses between the incomplete small scaled model structure 
and the prototype under impact or blast loads. 
For the process of structural impact events involves plastic flow and 
possible local material fracture [25], the influences of strain-rate 
strengthening effect on the dynamic yield stress are remarkable. 
Therefore, it is still a difficult task in solid mechanics to establish the 
strain-stress relationships [26,27]. How to deal with the influence of the 
material nonlinearity on the complete similarity remains a major chal-
lenge. The distorted configuration of small scaled models has been posed 
as the main limitation for traditional or non-corrected scaling laws in 
blast or impact scenarios, along with other limitations such as strain-rate 
and inertia effects [16]. Oshiro and Alves firstly proposed a Non-Direct 
Similitude technique [18,28,29], which was used to skilfully address the 
strain-rate effect on the dynamic yield stress by changing the impact 
velocity. This technique provided a reliable and effective method to 
predict dynamic responses of a structure subjected to impact or blast 
loading by using test results of a small size replica. Furthermore, they 
successfully predicted the dynamic response of prototypes by using 
small scaled models that made of different materials or with distorted 
configurations [19,30]. Luo et al. [31,32] conducted a numerical study 
on the scaling of a rotating thin-wall short cylindrical shell. Sensitivity 
analysis and governing equations were employed to establish the scaling 
law between the distorted model and the prototype, which was aimed to 
provide an effective scaling law, applicable structure size intervals and 
boundary functions that could guide the design of distortion models. 
Cho et al. [33] presented the research on the similarity method based on 
two kinds of scaled models, one with distorted configurations and the 
other made of another material. This study was to overcome the 
dimensional and material limitations in model tests and predict the 
dynamic response of the prototype by combining the two distorted 
factors mentioned above. Yao et al. [34] performed an investigation of 
scaling the deformation of steel box structures subjected to internal blast 
loading experimentally and numerically. In addition, correction of the 
scaling law for steel box structure was conducted which considered both 
the scale-down factor and the scale strain-rate effect. In our previous 
work [35], a corrected similarity relationship between the incomplete 
small scaled model and the prototype of blast loaded structure was 
proposed, in which only one geometric parameter of the model was 
distortedly scaled. 
However, another problem arises when more distorted factors 
needed to be taken into account in the design of the small scaled model, 
such as multi-stiffened plates. Stiffeners on the plate play an important 
role in energy absorption and blast resistance of the whole structure. 
Owing to manufacturing technical restrictions, the distorted small 
scaled factors of both the thickness of the plate and the size of stiffeners 
do not comply with the overall geometric scaling factors. Also, the 
configuration of stiffeners needs to be further altered to meet the 
requirement of fabrication of experimental sample structures. Here, the 
configuration change of stiffeners in a small scaled model is referred to 
as the stiffener-distorted model. 
A corrected similarity relationship for predicting the dynamic 
response of stiffened plates subjected to blast loads is proposed by using 
a small scaled model. Here, geometric distorted small scaled models are 
used, in which both the thickness of plates and stiffener configurations 
are distorted. The study includes the development of the distortion cri-
terion of stiffener types that is valid when replace the T-type stiffener 
with the flat bar, followed up with a similarity relationship for pre-
dicting the dynamic response of the prototype. Two analytical examples 
are introduced to verify the reliability of this similarity method by 
employing a verified numerical method. 
2. Numerical simulation method of the blast load and response 
of structure 
In order to provide a reliable means to determine the dynamic 
behaviour of stiffened plate designed by the corrected similarity crite-
rion of this paper, in this section, the verification of numerical simula-
tion method in predicting the blast load and dynamic response of 
stiffened plate was performed. Firstly, mesh convergence studies in 
calculating the confined blast load in 2D and 3D space were performed. 
Then, the numerical method in predicting the confined blast load and 
the deflection of stiffened plates were compared with the measured data 
from experiments. The schematic diagram of the experimental device is 
shown in Fig. 1. It is a hollow cuboid with a venting hole on one side. The 
Nomenclature 
Roman symbols 
C constant for C = (λh)nI1 
h thickness of the plate 
I impulse per unit area of shockwave 
Ij moment of inertia 
L length 
l1, l2 distance from the centroid of compression and tension area 
to the neutral axis of the cross-sectional area of stiffener, 
separately 
M0 plastic limit bending moment 
N0 plastic limit neutral plane force 
n0 number of stiffeners 
nI exponent 
R stand-off distance 
S1, S2 static moment from the compression and tension area to 
the neutral axis of the cross-sectional area of stiffener, 
separately 
Sj cross sectional area 
t time 
v velocity 
W mass of explosive 
Wj section modulus 
w deflection of the plate 
Greek symbols 
β scaling factor 
βx factor of distorted geometric parameter x 
λx factor of distorted geometric parameter x 
π dimensionless number 
ρ material density 
σ0 static yield stress 
σd dynamic yield stress 
Superscripts 
( )m small scaled model (reference model) 
( )p prototype 
( )c correction model  
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explosive was placed in the middle of this cuboid box and two specimens 
of stiffened plates are fixed to the each end of this test device [36]. 
A numerical simulation method was employed to predict the 
confined blast load and subsequent dynamic response of a stiffened plate 
by employing ANSYS AUTODYN. In experimental tests, cylindrical 
explosive charges with different masses and dimensions were used to 
produce the blast loads. The dimensions of the cylindrical explosive 
charge are quite smaller than that of the blast test chamber and stiffened 
plates, so the remapping capability in AUTODYN was employed to 
reduce the computational cost associated with the initial stages of the 
calculation which involves the detonation and expansion of the cylin-
drical explosive charge. In order to provide the more accurate confined 
blast loading with relative low computational costs, the pressure field 
within the chamber was produced by mapping in the pressure field 
resulting from a 2D simulation. The region inside the blast chamber, 
which includes air and explosive charge, was firstly modelled using the 
multi-material Euler formulation in AUTODYN-2D, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The cylindrical TNT enables the 2D axial symmetry condition to be used. 
Due to the mesh size has an influence on the blast load, the mesh sen-
sitive studies were firstly performed by discretizing the 2D computa-
tional domain with different sizes of mesh. Three gauges were placed 
100 mm away from the corresponding boundary edges to compare the 
pressure change in conditions of different mesh sizes. In this paper, 8 
numerical calculations with different mesh sizes were performed, in 
which square grids were used with thickness of 1.33, 1.00, 0.80, 0.67, 
0.57, 0.50, 0.44 and 0.40 mm, respectively. 
In the numerical simulations, the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) Equation 
of State (EOS) was implemented to describe the explosive materials, 

















In addition, the air is modelled with an ideal gas equation of state as 
follows, 
p=(γ − 1)ρe (2)  
where γ = 1.4 is the heat specific ratio, ρ = 1.225 kg/m3 is density, e =
2.068 × 105 J/kg is internal energy, C1 = 3.7377× 105 MPa, C2 =
4.15, r1 = 3.75× 103 MPa, r2 = 0.9 are constants, ω = 0.35 is the 
specific heat, υ is specific volume. 
The 2D simulation is terminated before the shockwave reached the 
nearest edge of the computational domain. The peak pressures from the 
three gauges are collected and compared to investigate the influence of 
mesh size on the calculated shock wave, as shown Fig. 3, in which the 
pressure change represents the comparison of peak pressure between the 
fine mesh and the coarse mesh. It is found that the finer mesh is more 
capable in capturing the peak value of more intensified shock wave, but 
more time consuming. Due to the factor that the size of 2D computation 
domain is only 400 mm × 800 mm, the mesh size of 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm is 
adopted in the numerical simulations. 
After the pressure distribution in 2D domain is obtained, it was 
remapped into 3D space of the blast chamber, of which the dimensions 
of length, width and height are 1800 mm, 800 mm and 800 mm, 
respectively. It is almost impossible to implement the numerical calcu-
lations by employing the same mesh size with that of in 2D computa-
tional domain. In order to find out a suitable model with acceptable 
accuracy in predicting the confined blast load, the grid sensitive is also 
studied for the 3D computational domain. The symmetry of the problem 
under consideration allows modelling only half of the whole inner space 
of blast chamber, as shown in Fig. 4. The dimensions of the computa-
tional domain are 900 mm, 800 mm and 800 mm, and four different 
sizes are used in the conditions of 55 g TNT and 110 g TNT, respectively. 
In the numerical calculations, 8 pressure gauges were arranged at 
different location of the boundary wall, and the detailed data of gauges 
Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup (all dimensions in mm).  
Fig. 2. 2D FE model for blast wave calculation.  Fig. 3. Relationship between the mesh density and the peak pressure.  
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2, 4 and 5 were plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b), in which the relationship 
between the mesh density and peak pressure of the calculated shock 
wave in conditions of 55 g TNT and 110 g TNT were reflected, respec-
tively. The comparison shows that when the mesh density was refined 
from 90 × 80 × 80 to 112 × 100 × 100, the peak pressure was increased 
by the maximum value of 3.26% and 2.57% among three gauges in 
conditions of 55 g TNT and 110 g TNT, respectively. However, the 
computational cost was increased by 66%. By considering the balance 
between efficiency and accuracy, the mesh density of 90 × 80 × 80 is 
selected in the numerical model, resulting in a total number of 576,000 
grids. Furthermore, as the remapping method is employed, the size of 
the explosive in the 2D domain would have a slight influence on the 
calculated blast load in the 3D space. Besides, according to the Hop-
kinson scaling law, mass, distance and time can be scaled for explosives 
over a wide range of charge sizes [37], so that testing can be conducted 
at a laboratory scale and results can be extrapolated to a large scale, 
reducing the need for full-scale tests. The small scaled and prototype of 
explosions have the same peak value of overpressure, and the duration 
time of shock wave is scaled down with the same factor as the 
geometrical scaling factor. Besides, the responses of stiffened plate 
under confined blast load are usually impulse dependent [38], which is 
less sensitive to the peak value of overpressure of shockwave in confined 
blast. Thus, in the numerical calculations of dynamic responses of 
stiffened plates subjected to confined blast load, the mesh sizes of both 
the prototype and the small scaled models of 3D computational domain 
could remain unchanged. 
The above verified numerical model is used to calculate the blast 
load in a partly confined chamber and the results are compared with the 
measured data from experiments in Fig. 6. It is shown that the numerical 
simulation method is capable of predicting the initial shock wave and 
rebounded shock wave from walls of chamber, which would provide a 
relative accurate input load in the prediction of dynamic responses of 
blast loaded stiffened plates. 
Based on the calculation of blast load in confined chamber, the 3D 
numerical simulations of the dynamic response of steel plate subjected 
to confined explosion, in which the Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) 
process was taken into account to implement the coupling between the 
confined blast load and the steel plate, were further conducted. Gener-
ally, structures can be defined in a Lagrangian reference frame where the 
mesh follows the material movement, and the Eulerian reference is a 
more preferable method to describe the gas flow from detonating ex-
plosives. In the present study, the air is modelled with Euler elements 
which is an extension of Eulerian approach, while the steel plates were 
modelled with Belytschko-Tsay shell elements based upon Mindlin 
theory [39]. The air domain in the numerical model should be large 
enough to cover the deformed plates. Besides, an additional space was 
provided for the high pressure air blow out from the venting hole in the 
wall of experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the whole Eulerian 
domain of air has a dimension of 2000 × 1600 × 800 mm. The wall 
including the venting hole is modelled as a rigid material and meshed 
with 8 node solid elements. The out-flow boundary conditions are set on 
all finite sides of the Euler grid, except on the three specified surfaces, 
which represent the rigid walls of the blast chamber, as these are 
reflective boundaries (no-flow out condition). 
A fully coupling algorithm was used to connect the Lagrange solver 
and Eulerian solver. As the Lagrange body moves, it acts as a moving 
boundary in the Euler domain by progressively covering volumes and 
faces in the Euler cells. This induces flow of material in the Euler 
Domain. At the same time, a stress field will develop in the Euler domain 
which results in external forces being applied on the moving Lagrangian 
body. These forces will feedback into the motion and deformation (and 
stress) of the Lagrangian body. Large deformations may also result in 
erosion of the elements from the Lagrangian body. The coupling in-
terfaces are automatically updated in such cases. In more detail, the 
Lagrangian body covers regions of the Euler domain. The intersection 
between the Lagrangian and Eulerian bodies results in an updated 
control volume on which the conservation equation of mass, momentum 
and energy are solved, as shown in Fig. 7. In the numerical simulations, 
the parameter of “cover fraction limit” in Autodyn is used to determine 
when a partially covered Euler cell is blended to a neighbour cell, and 
the value of cover fraction limit was set to 0.5, which means that when 
Fig. 4. Three dimensional model and locations of pressure gauges.  
Fig. 5. Relationship between the mesh density and peak pressure of calculated shock wave.  
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more than half of the volume is covered, the adjacent Euler domain will 
be mixed. 
For obtaining accurate results in the simulation of coupling 
Lagrangian and Eulerian bodies in explicit dynamics, it is necessary to 
ensure that the size of the cells of the Euler domain are smaller than the 
minimum distance across the thickness of the Lagrangian bodies. If this 
is not the case, the leakage of material in the Euler domain through the 
Lagrange structure would occur, resulting in failure of interaction effect. 
In the case of coupling to thin bodies, of which the thicknesses are small 
and typically modelled with shells, an equivalent solid body is generated 
to enable intersection calculations to be performed between a 
Lagrangian volume and the Euler domain. The thickness of the equiva-
lent solid body is calculated based on the Euler domain cell size to ensure 
that at least one Euler element is fully covered over the thickness and no 
leakage occurs across the coupling surface. It is noted that the ‘artificial’ 
thickness is only used for volume intersection calculations for the pur-
poses of coupling and is independent of the physical thickness of the 
shell/surface body, as shown in Fig. 8. For the shell solver in Autodyn, 
the parts do not have any geometric through thickness dimension, and as 
such cannot cover any volume in the Euler mesh. Therefore, each shell 
part should be artificially thickened. For the coupling methodology to 
function correctly, the artificial thickness of a shell must be at least twice 
the dimension of the largest cell size in the surrounding Euler grid [39]. 
In the present numerical simulations, the effective coupling thickness 
was set to be 25 mm (centred), as the size of the Euler cell is 10 mm. 
The shell element was used to model steel plate, the material selected 
from the library of AUTODYN is ‘Piecewise-JC’, which allows the defi-
nition of a true stress-strain curve as an offset table. Also, Johnson-Cook 
strain rate dependency can be defined. 
σd
σ0
= 1 + C ln(ε̇*) (3)  
where σd is the dynamic flow stress corresponding to the dimensionless 
plastic strain rate ε̇* = ε̇/ε̇0; ε̇ is the effective plastic strain rate; ε̇0 is the 
reference strain rate and chosen to be 1 s− 1; σ0 is the associated static 
plastic flow stress; C is the empirically determined material constant. 
This constitutive model is widely used in theoretical and numerical 
studies on dynamic response of metals under impact and blast loading. 
For the steel in the present study, C = 0.22, and static plastic flow 
stresses of specimens with different thickness are 360 MPa for 1.6 mm, 
317 MPa for 2.3 mm and 343 MPa for 3.7 mm specimens respectively. 
Before the simulations were run on the Euler Lagrangian coupling 
model, the mesh convergence of steel plate was assessed. The aim is to 
find the influence of different mesh sizes on the accuracy of residual 
deflection of blast loaded plate and the computational costs. Five con-
ditions of different mesh density of steel plate, including 15 × 15, 20 ×
20, 40 × 40, 80 × 80 and 160 × 160 were calculated, and both the 
dimensionless deflections (divided by the results from 160 × 160 mesh 
density condition) and dimensionless computation time (divided by the 
results from 15 × 15 mesh density condition) were compared, as shown 
in Fig. 9. In the numerical calculations of this paper, the mesh density of 
80 × 80 was used guaranteeing a more precise reproduction of the dy-
namic response of steel plate, while keeping the computational cost low. 
Then, the stiffened plates were introduced to the numerical model 
and the fully Euler-Lagrange coupling is implemented between the steel 
plates, the wall of blast chamber with venting hole, which was modelled 
as rigid wall by 8 nodes solid element, and the air inside the confined 
chamber (just a slice of Euler cell at the horizontal middle cross-section 
of the whole Euler domain is displayed), as shown in Fig. 10. The blast 
load was mapped from 2D calculation by using fine mesh. The coupling 
process of the confined blast pressure and the steel plates with time 
increasing is shown in Fig. 11. For the sake of clearly showing the 
interaction effect between Euler cell and Shell/Lagrangian elements, 
Fig. 11 is displayed in top view of the whole model in Fig. 10. At the 
beginning of the calculation, the ‘artificial’ thickness attached to the 
coupling surfaces was firstly introduced, as shown in Fig. 11 (a). When 
the steel plates deformed under the confined blast load, the coupling 
surface moved accordingly to ensure the load applied persistently on the 
deformed plates. Besides, the deformed plates become updated coupling 
Fig. 6. Comparison of pressure-time histories of experiments and numerical simulations.  
Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of coupling surface and control volume.  
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of coupling thickness.  
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interfaces and constrained boundary of Euler cells. In the numerical 
simulation, no leakage of material in the Euler domain through the steel 
plate could be found. However, if erosion of the elements of the 
Lagrangian structure occurs, the coupling interfaces would be auto-
matically updated, and the material in Euler cells would flow through 
the broken coupling surface. 
The dynamic response of 4 samples of stiffened plates are predicted 
by employing above validated numerical method, and the results of 
which are compared with experimental data and summarized in Table 1. 
The numerical results of residual deflections of the central point of 
stiffened plates agree well with the data from experiments. It is worth 
noting that the residual deflections in different load conditions from the 
numerical simulations are the average value of the oscillation stage after 
the first peak deflections, and those values of experiments were 
measured by employing a 3D laser scanner after explosion when the 
plates are in steady condition. Besides, the comparison of the deflection- 
time histories of a 2.94 mm blast loaded plates (without stiffeners) be-
tween numerical simulations and experiments in the conditions of 90 g 
and 120 g TNT are presented in Fig. 12, which revealed that the nu-
merical method employed in this paper is capable of predicting the 
dynamic response process of blast loaded plates with acceptable accu-
racy. The interaction effect between the blast load and the structural 
response in numerical simulations can also be validated. In the numer-
ical simulations of prototype and small scaled models of blast loaded 
structures, the above validated mesh density is recommended. Besides, 
the numerical model can be scaled according to the corresponding 
geometric scaling factors, but keep the mesh density unchanged. 
3. Criteria for altering the stiffener configuration 
Rolled and built-up T-type stiffened plates are two of the commonly 
used strengthening members in large-scale hull structures. Usually, flat 
bars are often used to replace the T-type stiffeners in small scaled model 
tests due to manufacturing technical restrictions, in which the configu-
rations of stiffeners are different between prototype and replica. It is 
essential to guarantee the flat-bar stiffened model to have the similar 
dynamic characteristics to its T-type stiffened counterpart. Dimensional 
analysis method is employed to find out the principles that should be 
followed in altering the stiffener type in the small scaled model of a 
stiffened plate. 
The dynamic response of the blast loaded steel stiffened plate is 
related to the following parameters, i.e. impulse per unit area of a 
shockwave I, length of the plate L, thickness of the plate h, material 
density ρ, number of stiffeners n0, plastic limit bending moment M0 and 
neutral plane force N0 of stiffeners, dynamic yield stress of material σd, 
cross sectional area of stiffeners Sj, elastic section modulus Wj and 
moment of inertia Ij. 
If take the midpoint deflection w of the stiffened plate as the targeted 
response, then there is 
w= f
(
L, h, ρ,M0,N0, n0, I, σd, Sj,Wj, Ij
)
(4) 
A set of fundamental dimensions comprised of dynamic yield stress 
σd, material density ρ and length of the plate L are selected to give the 
























The similarity relationship of the dynamic response between the 
small scaled model and the prototype can be obtained if each term of the 
Fig. 9. Relationship between the mesh density and deflection of blast loaded 
plate and computation time. 
Fig. 10. The numerical model of fully Euler-Lagrange coupling calculation (half model).  
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models is kept equal to their counterparts in the prototype. The 
geometrical small scaled factor of a stiffened plate is expressed as 
follows 
βmpL = L
m/Lp = β (6)  
where Lm and Lp are the length of the small scaled model and prototype, 
respectively; β is a scaling factor. 
The scaled model with complete similarity gives, 
Fig. 11. The movement of coupling surfaces with the deformed steel plates (top view).  
Table 1 






of plates h 
(mm) 
Stiffener 















1 55 1.6 1.6 ×
20 ×
800 
2 35.4 35.2 
2 55 2.3 2.3 ×
30 ×
800 
2 26.3 26.4 
3 110 2.3 2.3 ×
30 ×
800 
3 43.8 43.7 
4 110 3.7 2.7 ×
30 ×
800 
3 24.1 24.0  
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Among these π terms, π1, π4, π6, π7 and π8 are independent variables, 
while the rest π terms are dependent on the material dynamic properties. 
The incomplete similarity caused by the strain rate effect was properly 
corrected by Oshiro and Alves [18]. It should be noted that the values of 
π6~π8 of scaled model might differ from that of the prototype if the 
configuration (cross-sectional shape) of stiffeners on a stiffened plate is 
changed due to the restriction of manufacture. Subsequently, other π 
terms, π2, π3 and π7 in prototype are also unequal to that of the small 
scaled model. As a result, a dissimilarity occurs in the dynamic response 
of the prototype and small scaled model. In order to satisfy the re-
quirements of predicting the dynamic behaviour of prototype by using 
the stiffener-distorted scaled-down models, the terms π6, π7 and π8 need 
to be identical, which seems impossible. In such the case, therefore, a 
compromised approach is to keep one or two π terms same, while the 
others are as close to their counterparts in the ideal small scaled model 
as possible. Thus, three criteria in scaling the stiffener were considered 
and compared, i.e. 
Criterion 1, keep the cross sectional area of stiffeners Sj the same 
while make the section modulus Wj and moment of inertia Ij to be as 
close to their counterparts in the ideal small scaled model as possible. 
Criterion 2, keep the section modulus Wj the same while make the 
cross sectional area of stiffeners Sj and moment of inertia Ij to be as close 
to their counterparts in the ideal small scaled model as possible. 
Criterion 3, keep the moment of inertia Ij the same while make the 
cross sectional area of stiffeners Sj and the section modulus Wj to be as 
close to their counterparts in the ideal small scaled model as possible. 
Fig. 13 shows the cross sectional dimensions and configurations of T- 
type and I-type stiffener, respectively. 
A square stiffened plate is introduced here to compare the three 
criteria described above, as shown in Fig. 14. The full-scale stiffened 
plate is 10 m in length and 10 mm in thickness, with five T cross-section 
stiffeners (T-type)orthogonally arranged on the plate. The T-type stiff-
ener has dimensions as⊥1000×8600×4 , which means the length and the thick-
ness of flange are 1000 mm and 8 mm, while the corresponding web 
sizes are 600 mm and 4 mm, respectively. A blast load was applied on 
the front side (against the stiffeners) of the plate from an explosion of 
1000 kg TNT in 10 m away from the centre of the plate. The numerical 
simulation is conducted by using ANSYS Autodyn, in which the detailed 
Fig. 12. The comparison of deflection-time histories between numerical simulation and experimental results.  
Fig. 13. Sketch of cross-sections of stiffeners.  
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parameters of numerical model are the same with that presented by 
Zhang et al. [40]. The blast load was directly applied on the front face of 
stiffened plate by defining the boundary as pressure stress of Analytical 
Blast in Autodyn [39], in which the propagation of blast wave and its 
fluid-structure interaction was not taken into consideration in free air 
explosion. The calculated residual deflection at its centre point of this 
prototype is 188 mm. 
Assuming stiffeners’ thickness of small scaled models not to be less 
than 2 mm, then three kinds of different cross sectional dimensions of 
the I-shaped stiffeners for the distorted models can be designed ac-
cording to the above three criteria, which are listed in Table 2. For 
comparison, a reference model, with both the thickness and configura-
tion of stiffeners being ideally scaled down by a factor of 1:20 from its 
prototype, is also built to analyse its dynamic behaviour. In this paper, 
the 1:20 scaling problem was solved by employing equations and nu-
merical simulation to illustrate the application process of the present 
method. Actually, any other scaling factor can be used. However, an 
appropriate scaling factor between prototype and small scaled model 
should be determined due to some restrictions in practice. It should be 
noted that the numerical model of the small scaled structure has the 
same amount of grids with the prototype model. 
Selecting the dynamic response of the plates at the centre point of the 
stiffened plate as an object, the comparison results of deflection and 
velocity-time curves for each small scaled model in complying with the 
related three criteria are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The comparative 
results show that the plate designed conforming to Criterion 2 has the 
most similar behaviour with the ideal reference model no matter in 
displacement or velocity under blast loads. This indicates that the 
stiffeners may have reasonably approximate dynamic behaviour when 
keep the section modulus the same while make the other two terms to be 
as close to their counterparts as possible. Based on the analysis above, 
Criterion 2 for stiffeners will be employed in the following analysis. The 
small scaled model designed by employing the Criterion 1, which had 
the same cross section area with the reference model, experienced much 
larger deflection. It means that it is the absorption of the bending energy 
but not the inertial effect of the stiffeners mainly affected the dynamic 
behaviour of the blast loaded stiffened plates. 
Although Criterion 2 ensures the stiffened plate with distorted stiff-
ener having the most similar dynamic behaviour to its prototype, it 
should be noted that the dynamic response of the stiffener distorted 
model still has deviations from that of the reference model. It needs 
further corrections before it can be used to predict the dynamic response 
of its prototype, in which the schematic diagram for altering the 
configuration of stiffener is shown in Fig. 17. A distorted geometric 
parameter of the stiffener could be taken into account to help building a 
more accurate similarity relation between the stiffener distorted small 
scaled mode and the prototype. 
Considering the overall deflection of the stiffened plate to be closely 
related to its energy absorption, the energy absorption of stiffeners (as a 
part of the stiffened plate) will be affected by their plastic limit bending 
moment M0 and neutral plane force N0. The cross sectional area Sj of the 
stiffeners may be selected as the geometrical correction parameter. 
The plastic limit bending moment M0 of stiffeners can be obtained 
from the following formula, 
M0 = σd(S1 + S2)= 0.5σdSj(l1 + l2) (8) 
The neutral plane force N0 of stiffeners corresponding to plastic limit 
is, 
N0 = σdSj (9)  
where S1 and S2 are the static moments from the compression and ten-
sion areas to the neutral axis of the cross-sectional area of the stiffener, 
respectively; l1 and l2 represent the distance from the centroid of the 
compression and tension area to the neutral axis of the cross-sectional 
area of the stiffener, respectively. 
A geometrical distortion factor about the cross sectional area Sj of the 
stiffener is defined as follows, 
Fig. 14. Schematic diagram of the numerical model of the stiffened panel.  
Table 2 
Cross sectional parameters of the small scaled stiffeners.  
Criterion No. Reference model (stiffeners 
are ideally scaled down) 





30 × 0.5  
18 ×
2 
41 × 2 43 × 2 
Cross sectional area 
Sj (mm2)  
35 36 82 86 
Section modulus Wj 
(mm3)  
1080 216 1121 1233 
moment of inertia 
Ij(mm4)  
54542 3888 45947 53005 
TNT mass W (kg) 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 
Stand-off distance R 
(mm) 
500 500 500 500  
Fig. 15. Comparison of the deflection-time curves among the three criteria.  
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)p (10)  
where (Sj)d and (Sj)p represent the cross sectional areas of distorted 
small scaled stiffener and prototype stiffener, respectively. 
Besides, a corresponding distortion coefficient of the cross sectional 









Thus a correction equation for the impulse per unit area of the 
shockwave Ic is given by 
Ic = ImλI = Imλ nIS j (12)  
where Im and Ic are the impulse per unit area applied on the reference 
model and the distorted model, respectively. nI is an exponent related to 
the distorted geometrical parameters and the impulse per unit area. 
The corrected TNT mass for the distorted model can be determined 
based on the result of Eq. (12), of which the flow chart is shown in 
Fig. 18. Firstly, a pair of small scaled models with different distortion 
scaling factors of the cross section, Model A and Model B were designed 
and introduced. The detailed parameters of the three different models of 
the stiffener plates are listed in Table 3, in which the reference model is 
the ideally scaled model with no distortion parameters. 
By employing the verified numerical method presented in Section 1, 
a series of numerical calculations with different loading conditions of 
TNT mass were performed to predict the dynamic response of the three 
small scaled models, as listed in Table 4. 
A set of data of the centre point deflection (w) and the impulse per 
unit area (I) for each model are collected, and their relationship (I-w 
curve) can be determined subsequently by data fitting. Thus two I-w 
relationships F1 and F2 for Model-A and Model-B can be established, 
which are given as 
F1 : wA = 0.0555IA − 12.863 (13)  
F2 : wB = 0.0533IB − 12.308 (14) 
The fitting relationship for TNT mass and impulse per unit area (W-I 
curve) from the numerical simulations is given as 
W = 0.6321I − 101.02 (15) 
For example, when the load from the explosion of 125 g TNT was 
applied to the reference model, as listed in Table 3, the value of the 
impulse per unit area Im applied on the stiffened plate was calculated by 
Eq. (15), Im = 357Pa⋅s. The correction exponent nI can be solved by 
taking Im, F1 and F2 into the computing programs, with its value deter-
mined as 0.112. Thus the corrected impulse per unit area for Model-A is 
I cA = I
mλ nISA = 357 × 2.34
0.112 = 392 Pa⋅s (16) 
The corresponding corrected TNT mass for Model-A is 147 g, which 
can be acquired by inserting the value of I cA in Eq. (15). By applying the 
corrected TNT mass to the Model-A (here the Model-A is employed to 
predict the dynamic response of the prototype), a value of 8.91 mm in 
residual centre deflection of the stiffened plate is obtained, which is very 
close to that of the reference model (8.92 mm). Here, the residual centre 
deflection of the model is the average value of crest and trough in the 
Fig. 16. Comparison of the velocity-time curves among the three criteria.  
Fig. 17. The schematic diagram for altering the configuration of stiffener.  
Fig. 18. The flow chart of the method for determining the corrected TNT mass.  
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oscillation stage of the curve. The comparison of deflection- and 
velocity-time predictive curves between the reference model and Model- 
A with the corrected TNT mass are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, 
respectively. 
As indicated in Fig. 18, the difference of residual centre deflection 
between the corrected model and the reference model is relatively small, 
though there is a deviation in their maximum displacement. Although 
the predicted maximum velocity (Fig. 20) is not as good as the deflection 
in comparison to that of the reference model, the overall velocity-time 
history curve predicted has better correlation than the results in 
Fig. 16. These comparison results indicate that the influence of the 
change of the cross sectional area Sj of the small scaled model on the 
similarity of the dynamic behaviour between replica and prototype can 
be effectively corrected by using the updated TNT mass. 
4. Scaled models considering double geometric parameters 
In this section a more complex situation of the distorted small scaled 
model in both stiffener types and thickness of the plate will be further 
studied based on the corrected method for stiffener distorted model 
presented in Section 3. 
For the models distorted in both stiffener configuration and thickness 
of plates, the correction equation Eq. (12) used in the stiffener distorted 




)nI2 (17)  
where nI1 and nI2 are two exponents related to the distorted scaling 
thickness of plates and the cross sectional area of stiffeners, respectively. 
The difficulty in using Eq. (17) to obtain a correct factor of Ic is how 
to determine the value of the first coefficient nI1 for a scaled model 
considering double geometric parameters double geometric parameter 
distorted model and thus pose a barrier to solve the second unknown 
exponent nI2with the method proposed in our previous research work 
[35]. 
In order to solve the exponents in Eq. (17), it is necessary to simplify 
this equation. Considering the exponent nx has a fixed value in a specific 
distorted model, if the thickness of the plate of this model is distorted 
with a fixed distortion coefficient λh, then the item (λh)nI1 in Eq. (17) can 





Here, the simplified Eq. (18) can be solved according to the following 
steps. 
Step 1: establish three distorted models Model-A, Model-B and 
Model-C with identical size, which have the same plate thickness to 
ensure the same thickness distortion coefficients λh but with different 
cross sectional area and stiffeners distortion coefficients, i.e. λSA, λSB 
and λSC. It should be noted that the distorted small scaled model in 
cross sectional area of stiffeners should follow Criterion 2 given in 
Section 2. Then a series of TNT mass selected from a narrow range 
deviated from the TNT mass Wm of the small scaled reference model 
(without distortion) are applied to the distorted models to calculate 
the dynamic response numerically. 
Step 2: take one parameter of dynamic response as the object of 
study, for instance, the deflection w of the plates. Then the relation 
between corrected Ic and deflection of each small scaled model can 
be given as follows, 
Table 3 





















30 × 0.5  
35 1080 54543 1.00 
Model-A 41 × 2 82 1121 45947 2.34 
Model-B 36 × 2.5 90 1080 38880 2.57  
Table 4 















130 135 140 145 150 155 
I (Pa⋅s/ 
m2) 
365.07 373.29 381.38 389.35 397.20 404.93 















170 175 180 185 190 195 
I (Pa⋅s/ 
m2) 
427.49 434.81 442.04 449.17 456.22 463.18 
w (mm) 1045 10.82 11.26 12.65 12.01 12.38  
Fig. 19. Comparison of the displacement-time histories between the stiffeners 
distorted model and the reference model. 
Fig. 20. Comparison of the velocity-time histories between the stiffeners dis-
torted model and the reference model. 
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(19)   
Step 3: employ Newton method to solve the above equation set and 
the values of w, C and nI2 can then be determined. Also, nI1 is ob-
tained from C = (λh)nI1 . 
The above steps can be implemented by programming. After deter-
mining the value of nI1 and nI2, the corrected value of impulse per unit 
area for the distorted small scaled model with double geometric pa-
rameters can be computed. Subsequently the corrected TNT mass for the 
distorted model can also be determined. Furthermore, by applying the 
corrected TNT mass to the distorted model, the similar dynamic 
behaviour can be evaluated between the distortedly small scaled model 
and the prototype. 
5. Scaling the dynamic behaviour of blast loaded structure 
5.1. The dynamic behaviour of a stiffened plate under free air blast load 
The typical stiffened plate studied in Section 3 was employed to 
verify the method of the distorted small scaled models with double 
geometric parameters proposed in Section 3. Here, three sets of the 
distorted models, Model-A, Model-B and Model-C, are established to 
calculate values of nI1 and nI2. The relevant parameters are summarized 
in Table 5. 
A series of TNT mass W of 190, 195, 200, 205 and 210 g are selected 
and the values of their corresponding impulse per unit area of the 
shockwave I applied on the stiffened plate are computed. The W-I fitting 
formula is given as follows, 
W = 0.7314I − 143.73 (20) 
By applying the above TNT masses selected to the distorted models, 
the final deflection at the centre point of blast loaded stiffened plates can 
be obtained. Then a set of w-I formulas can be fitted and given as follows, 
Model − A, ​ FA : wA = 0.0445IA − 10.998
Model − B, ​ FB : wB = 0.0432IB − 10.811
Model − C, ​ FC : wC = 0.0549IC − 14.804
(21) 
For the 1:20 ideal small scaled reference model, its TNT mass Wm is 
127.5 g after taking the scaling factor and strain-rate effect into account 
and the value of the corresponding impulse per unit area I0 of the 
adjusted TNT mass is 359 Pa⋅s. Substituting the I0 determined into Eq. 
(19), the values of C and nI2 are obtained as below. 
C= 1.02, nI2 = 0.216 (22) 
The corrected impulse I cA of Model-A stiffener plate at the centre 
point is I cA = 440.1 Pa⋅s and finally, the corrected TNT mass W cA for 
Model-A is obtained by Eq. (20) as 178.2 g. 
By applying the updated TNT mass to Model-A, the residual deflec-
tion 8.60 mm of the stiffener plate at its centre point can be obtained 
through numerical calculations. Based on the result of Model-A, the 
corresponding value of the residual defection of the prototype predicted 
is 172 mm, which is very close to the value of 188 mm calculated 
directly from the full-size structure. Figs. 21 and 22 show the compari-
son of the predicted displacement- and velocity-time history curves from 
the uncorrected model, the corrected distorted model and the prototype, 
respectively. It is found that the present corrected method provides a 
better prediction of the dynamic behaviour of the full-size structure, 
reducing the deviation from 47% to 8.48%, as shown in Fig. 21. It is 
worth noting that the TNT mass for the uncorrected model was deter-
mined according to the geometrical scaling factor, which is approxi-
mately equal to the cube root of the TNT mass for the prototype. That is 
to say, the influence of the distortion scaling factors on the dynamic 
response was not considered for the uncorrected model, resulting in 
much lower predicted deflection than that of the corrected model when 
subjected to blast load. Although the predicted velocity shows some 
discrepancy, the corrected model still gives better predicted results of 
the maximum velocity for the prototype, as shown in Fig. 22. 
5.2. The dynamic behaviour of a stiffened plate subjected to confined 
blast load 
Take the four stiffened plates listed in Table 1 as prototypes, three 
distorted small scaled models with double geometric parameters for 
each prototype were designed to determine the value of C and nI2 by 
employing the method presented in Section 4. The relevant geometric 
parameters of each distorted small scaled model are given in Table 6. 
Here taking Case No.1 as an example to predict its dynamic behav-
Table 5 











Cross Sectional area Sj 
(mm2) 
Cross Sectional area distortion 
coefficient λsj 
Prototype 1.0 10000 10 1.0 
⊥
1000 × 8




0.05 500 0.5 1.0 
⊥
50 × 0.4
30 × 0.5  
35 1.0 
Model-A 0.05 500 1.0 2.0 41 × 2.0 82 2.34 
Model-B 0.05 500 1.0 2.0 36 × 2.5 90 2.57 
Model-C 0.05 500 1.0 2.0 47 × 1.5 70.5 2.01  
Fig. 21. Comparison of the deflection-time histories between prototype, un-
corrected and corrected models. 
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iour under confined blast load by using three 1:10 small scaled models, 
both the geometric parameter of plate thickness and the size of stiffener 
are distorted small scaled with different factors. It is noted that the 
design of distorted stiffeners follows Criterion 2 presented in Section 2, 
which keeps the section modulus Wj unchanged, while the cross 
sectional area of stiffenersSj and moment of inertia Ij are as close to their 
counterparts of the ideal small scaled model as possible. The detailed 
parameters of the scaled stiffener in Case No.1 are listed in Table 7. 
A series of TNT masses, which are close to the mass ideally scaled 
down by using the overall scaling factor are applied to Model-A, Model- 
B and Model-C and the corresponding residual deflection at the centre 
point of the stiffeners plates are collected. The validated numerical 
method was employed to conduct the dynamic responses of different 
models under the confined blast load from different masses of TNT. With 
the data collected three sets of the w-I equation for each model are ob-
tained, which are given as follows, 
Model − A, FA : wA = 0.2364IA + 0.2945
Model − B, FB : wB = 0.2186IB + 0.5255
Model − C, FC : wC = 0.2661IC − 0.1944
(23)  
and so as the W-I relation, 
W = 1.044 × 10− 2I − 9.524 × 10− 3 (24) 
The TNT mass W for the prototype is 55 g, thus the TNT mass Wm 
applied to the 1:10 ideal small scaled model (without geometric 
distortion) needs to be determined. The corresponding impulse per unit 
area Im at the centre point of the ideal small scaled stiffener plate is 6.054 
Pa⋅s. Solving Eq. (23) with the above parameters, the values of C and nI2 
are obtained. 
C= 2.349, nI2 = 0.073 (25) 
Then, the corrected value of the impulse per unit area I cA for Model-A 
is 14.343 Pa⋅s and a corrected TNT mass is determined from Eq. (24). 
The updated TNT mass is then applied in the numerical simulations by 
the distorted small scaled model. The comparison of the displacement- 
and velocity-time history curves of the prototype, the predicted value 
from uncorrected and corrected models are shown in Figs. 23 and 24, 
respectively. It is found that a good agreement is achieved, of which the 
value of residual deflection of the prototype stiffened plate predicted by 
the corrected Model-A is 36.9 mm, while that from the experimental test 
and numerical simulation of the full size stiffened plate given in Table 1 
are 35.4 mm and 35.2 mm. The errors on the predicted residual de-
flections are 4.02% and 4.63%, respectively. It is obvious that the pre-
dicted deflection by using uncorrected model is much lower than that of 
the prototype and corrected model, for the uncorrected TNT mass was 
employed in the numerical simulations, while the TNT mass applied to 
the corrected model was properly altered according to the double 
distortion scaling factors of the stiffened plate by employing the method 
presented in this paper. 
The dynamic responses predicted for rest of the cases with the same 
correction method are listed in Table 8. Clearly, the corrected method 
proposed in this paper is capable of determining the dynamic behaviour 
of the full size stiffened plate by using the double geometric distortedly 
small scaled model with an acceptable accuracy. 
6. Conclusions 
A verified numerical method in calculating the confined blast load 
and dynamic response of stiffened plate was presented. By employing 
remapping technique, the pressure distribution of blast load in a 2D 
domain could be mapped into a 3D domain with higher accuracy 
comparing to that directly obtained from the 3D calculation. The pre-
dicted results from the numerical method presented in this paper agree 
well with the experimental data both in confined blast and deflection of 
stiffened plate. Based on the Hopkinson scaling law, the numerical 
method can be further employed to predict the blast load and dynamic 
response of small scaled model and prototype of structures, which pro-
vides a reliable means to verify the proposed similarity method. 
A corrected scaling method for predicting the dynamic behaviour of 
the prototype of stiffened plates under blast loads by using its distortedly 
small scaled model with double-geometric parameters has been pro-
posed and verified in this paper. The situations of both the thickness of 
the plate and the type of stiffeners are distortedly small scaled with 
different factors are considered. Unlike the single-geometric parameter 
distorted case, the double-geometric parameters distortedly small scaled 
model has to be more carefully designed and the distortion of their 
stiffeners should conform to Criterion 2 outlined in Section 3. It is worth 
noting that the section modulus of the stiffener should be given priority 
to distorting the stiffener configuration, the cross sectional area and the 
moment of inertia of the stiffener, as close to that of the ideal small 
scaled model as possible. This is the key point to keep the stiffener 
distortedly small scaled model having the most similar dynamic 
behaviour to its prototype. It also guarantees that the present correction 
method will be smoothly employed in predicting the dynamic response 
of the prototype stiffened plates by using the well-designed distorted 
model. 
The present study would provide a potential approach to deal with 
the multi-geometric parameters distorted stiffener plate. However, it is 
better to reduce the number of the distorted geometric parameters 
(within the experimental restrictions) as small as possible to make sure a 
Fig. 22. Comparison of the velocity-time histories between prototype, uncor-
rected and corrected models. 
Table 6 
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most similar dynamic response to be obtained between the distorted 
model and the prototype. In addition, the different mechanical param-
eters of plates with different thicknesses would be considered in practice 
test, which was not taken into account in the numerical simulations in 
present paper. 
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